
Some things never change: electrons, the speed of light, the smell 
of fresh coffee. But everything is constantly in motion and the 
universe looks different from moment to moment as particles, 
waves, forces and objects everywhere act upon each other. The 
continuous transformations of life on Earth and particularly the 
indelible role of humankind in the process are central themes of 
the exhibition ReShape, on show in MU from 30 November 2018 
to 10 March 2019. With ReShape MU director Angelique Spaninks 
and guest curator William Myers present the work of twelve 
international artists and designers, including the three winning 
teams of the Bio Art & Design Award 2018. 

Since the agricultural revolution, some 12,000 years ago, humans increasingly 
determine which varieties of plant and animal species are profitable and 
which aren’t. Surprisingly, this doesn’t offer any protection whatsoever to 
lucrative species like elephants, tigers or tuna-fish. While natural evolution 
tends towards ever larger diversity, human activity is about to cause a 
catastrophic loss of populations and entire ecosystems.  

Take wild ginseng for example: believed to possess life-prolonging essences 
according to traditional Chinese medicine, a single root might sell for hundreds 
of dollars. Even in North America, where it is harvested for export to Asia, 
the plant is now an endangered species. In Moon Ginseng artist Kuang-Yi Ku 
proposes a rescue plan involving modern science and science fiction to develop 
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a genetically and culturally more resilient variety that could be more attractive 
for people to use.

With The Cultivar Series, Uli Westphal addresses the opposite process: the 
loss of original varieties due to large-scale industrialisation of agriculture. 
In beautiful graphics he charts the evolution of several cultivars and human 
interference with natural selection. He is acutely aware of the cynical 
aesthetics of his colourful collections, judging from Suicide Soda that shows a 
bright assembly of soda bottles sorted according to the hues of the rainbow. 
The high fructose corn syrup used to sweeten the drinks is directly linked to 
Westphal’s research of historical corn varieties. 

The industrial processing of animal life is central to Blood Related by 
Basse Stittgen, who shows objects from compressed blood. Apart from a 
powerful symbol of life and death, blood is an abundant waste product of 
slaughterhouses—one of the largest industries in the world. Despite the 
elaborate transformations the blood is subjected to, it remains a morally and 
emotionally fraught material. The same can be said of Replika, the human 
production line set up by Pleun van Dijk, that reproduces the shape of a baby 
again and again, until it has ‘evolved’ beyond recognition.

For their more humorous Pink Chicken Project Linnea Våglund and Leo 
Fidjeland of the (Non)human (Non)sense Collective propose to give billions 
of industrially farmed chickens pink feathers and bones with a dominant 
hereditary adjustment to their DNA. This way, their remains will leave a clearly 
distinguishable sediment for archaeologists and geologists of the future, 
together with all the plastic, soot and radioactive particles that mark the 
Anthropocene. 

Våglund and Fidjeland see the Anthropocene as a result of industrial 
exploitation of the Earth and a lack of political will to keep it in check. One 
of the people unlikely to argue with this view is Jon McCormack, whose Fifty 
Sisters points to the devastating impact of the oil industry continues to have 
on the environment. Following evolutionary algorithms, the work consists of 
fifty digital plant species that have evolved from the logos of the seven mayor 
companies—the Seven Sisters—that dominated world-wide oil production for 
decades during the twentieth century. 
 
Digital life forms and, indirectly, the question of what constitutes life are being 
researched in more detail by Studio Arvid & Marie with Al¿ve. This organism 
is an app with a limited life span that is able to reproduce from one phone to 
another, making us at least partly responsible for the survival of this non-
biological species. In addition the artists show their Bestiary of Autonomous 
Machines, designed for a near future when autonomous machines and 
humans closely work and live together. 
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Ani Liu, one of the BAD Award winners, instead emphasises the blurring 
physical boundaries between man and machine, and between data, body 
and mind. With our pacemakers, contact lenses, implants and protheses we 
are more cyborg or post-human than we think. In No regrets for what you 
haven’t been, Be the ghost you want to see in the machine, that Liu developed 
in collaboration with Matthias Cabri, Onno Baur and Mario Maas of the 
Department of Radiology & Nuclear Medicine of the Amsterdam UMC, she 
shows how depictions of the human body change with scientific development.

The second BAD Award winner, Yiyun Chen, looks at the evolution of our 
vertical orientation. For ages, only the sick and the impaired spent their days 
in bed but now being bedridden can be a conscious choice. Work, recreation, 
social contacts and relationships can all be conduced from the comfort of our 
bed. For Horizontal Living, the artist stayed for one month in an apartment 
that was adjusted to a horizontal lifestyle. She developed the concept with 
Patrick Schrauwen and Vera Schrauwen-Hinderling of NUTRIM (Department 
of Nutrition and Movement Sciences) of the Maastricht University, who 
monitored her physical health from a distance. 

Man would probably be less detrimental lying in bed. But aren’t we 
exaggerating our role just a little bit? Opposite the Anthropocene, Rose Leahy 
and Amanda Baum pose the Microbiocene. Micro-organisms like bacteria 
and archaea have existed for billions of years and will still exist for billions of 
years more after man has disappeared. In their BAD Award-winning project 
Microbiocene: Ancient ooze to future myths, Leahy and Baum teamed up 
with Stefan Schouten, Julie Lattaud, Laura Schreuder and Gabriella Weiss of 
the Royal Netherlands Institute for Sea Research (NIOZ) to create a detailed 
microbiological archaeology of the future.

As a matter of fact, the human body is crawling with micro-organisms, much 
like a miniature zoo or a pivate ecosystem. With Pastorianum and Spindle, 
Anna Dumitriu zooms in on one specific strand of bacteria to research 
the complex interaction between man and bacterium. While Clostridium 
difficile is routinely found in our intestines, where it can cause considerable 
inconvenience, the affiliated Clostridium pasteurianum is essential in the 
retting of flax, that separates the fibres from the stem so we can further 
process them into linen. 

And finally, the Center for Genomic Gastronomy puts humans back in the 
food chain with their extensive project To Flavour Our Tears. We like good 
food; we adjust all kinds of species to our tastes and needs—why wouldn’t 
we do the same with out own bodies to indulge the (micro)organisms that 
feed on us and all our secretions? Especially for ReShape they developed 
an AnthroAquaponics System in which little fish nibble dead skin cells from 
your feet so they can provide nutrients for plants that we, in our turn, can eat 
again. By magnifying this kind of cycles, the Center for Genomic Gastronomy 
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puts man back in their place: not at the top of the food chain but as a humble 
link in an endless cycle of eating and being eaten.

Perhaps that is how we must see man in his capacity to shape the world: 
as an accidental force of nature that is knowingly and willingly transforming 
Earth’s entire biosphere in a matter of centuries. With ReShape, MU is 
celebrating the inventiveness and dedication of scientists, artists and 
designers who analyse and imagine this transformation. We can’t make them 
responsible, however, for averting the impeding catastrophe and finding new 
forms of cohabitation with all other species: that is a task of us all.
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